FirstFibre






High Speed, Low latency connectivity
Available in all major metro areas
Connect your branches at LAN speeds
Connect to the FirstNet Data Centres or site-to-site
Monitored and managed by FirstNet

FirstFibre
FirstFibre is a last mile fibre access solution that enables customers within our coverage zones to enjoy truly highspeed connectivity, either back to the FirstNet data centres or between branch sites. Our infrastructure can handle
bandwidths far bigger than the anticipated broadband traffic requirements of South Africa over the next 20 years.
Additional fibre can be commissioned and installed at short notice to suit clients’ need and ability.
Connecting within a FirstNet Aggregation zone





1Gb or 10Gb fibre service to connect a site to the closest FirstNet
POP
Fixed installation and monthly costs
Must be within the 5Km radius from the centre of the Aggregation
Zone
Two or more sites within the same Aggregation Zone can take
advantage of an unshaped, uncapped 1Gb or 10Gb service.

Back-haul between zones







Shaped fibre service to connect between Aggregation Zones
Pricing dependant on distance and bandwidth requirements
Required to connect two or more sites together that fall into
different Aggregation Zones
Upgrades can be effective within hours
99.95% SLA with 4 hour call to fix

Site-to-site






Unlit, unshaped fibre service to connect two sites direct point to
point.
Can run Ethernet, DWDM or Fibre Channel.
Pricing based on “line of site distance” and is cost effective over short distances
Redundant link offered at 50% discount of the primary link.
99.95% SLA with 4 hours to fix on single link.
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